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an indonesian english dictionary although intended primarily for indonesian
users the dictionary will be helpful to speakers of english who wish to know
the indonesian equivalent of an english word or phrase this compact and user
friendly indonesian to english and english to indonesian dictionary is the most
comprehensive available today for english speakers the tuttle compact
indonesian dictionary is a totally new bidirectional dictionary which provides
english speakers with the very latest and most concise definitions for all
commonly used indonesian words and phrases including thousands of new terms
that have been created in the past several years it constitutes a vast
improvement over all existing indonesian dictionaries and is ideal for students
translators and teachers as well as for use as a general reference dictionary
it can be used for travel and is also a great way to learn indonesian as part
of a course covering over 30 000 words and expressions in a single compact
volume this dictionary provides detailed and in depth treatment of all
indonesian language items it includes a wide variety of new entries and
collocations cultural references and sample sentences to illustrate precisely
the meaning of each word common colloquial phrases and expressions which are
not easily understood are also included special attention is given to verb
forms which are marked transitive or intransitive with examples given as to
their correct use this indonesian dictionary contains over 30 000 unique
entries indonesian english and english indonesian sections features colloquial
expressions and newly coined terms is the most comprehensive indonesian
dictionary available for english speakers look up words quickly and easily with
this travel sized indonesian dictionary intended for use by tourists students
and business people traveling to indonesia pocket indonesian dictionary is an
essential tool for communication and a great way to learn indonesian it
features all the essential indonesian vocabulary appropriate for beginning to
intermediate students it s handy pocket format and easy to read type will make
any future trip to indonesia much easier in addition to being an excellent
english to indonesian dictionary and indonesian to english dictionary pocket
indonesian dictionary contains important notes on the indonesian language
indonesian grammar and indonesian pronunciation all words are written in
english as well as indonesian script so that in the case of difficulties the
book can simply be shown to the person the user is trying to communicate with
this indonesian dictionary contains bidirectional english indonesian and
indonesian english sections over 12 000 essential words and expressions
headwords printed in bold for quick and easy reference latest computer mobile
phone internet and social media terms a basic overview of grammar and
pronunciation with a pocket sized format and easy to read type anyone can look
up words quickly and easily with this handy little indonesian dictionary tuttle
s mini indonesian dictionary is ideal for use by tourists students and business
people traveling to indonesia or as an indonesian language study reference in
addition to being an excellent english to indonesian dictionary and indonesian
to english dictionary this reference guide contains essential notes on the
indonesian language indonesian grammar and pronunciation all indonesian words
are written in romanized form as well as indonesian script so that in case of
difficulties the book can be shown to a native speaker this mini dictionary
contains the following essential features bidirectional indonesian english and
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english indonesian over 12 000 essential indonesian words as well as useful
indonesian expressions and idioms all the latest indonesian social media and
computer terms may be used for all u s esl standardized testing users requiring
a quick and handy reference work for indonesian particularly when they are out
and about need look no further than the tuttle pocket indonesian dictionary
this dictionary has been specially designed for foreigners working or traveling
in indonesia it is equally useful for indonesians who live abroad or in an
english speaking environment no knowledge of indonesian grammar or word
formation is necessary to use this helpful dictionary simply look up the word
as you hear or read it and you ll quickly find it s meaning this is a
revolutionary feature that most other indonesian dictionaries are lacking
special features of this indonesian dictionary include covers the 15 000 most
common indonesian and english words a useful pronunciation guide a small
compact size makes it portable and lightweight both indonesian english and
english indonesian sections special emphasis is given to words vital in daily
use important in business and cultural settings and useful to travelers the
entries in both sections contain common idioms and expressions as well as up to
date it and internet vocabulary there are no other authoritative pocket
dictionaries of indonesian the oxford starter s indonesian english dictionary
and the tuttle concise indonesian dictionary are larger dictionaries with more
entries but these are aimed at students rather than general users it s never a
good idea to be overly relient on technology while traveling look up words
quickly and easily with this great little indonesian dictionary intended for
use by tourists students and business people traveling to indonesia pocket
indonesian dictionary is an essential tool for communication and a great way to
learn indonesian it features all the essential indonesian vocabulary
appropriate for beginning to intermediate students it s handy pocket format and
easy to read type will make any future trip to indonesia much easier in
addition to being an excellent english to indonesian dictionary and indonesian
to english dictionary pocket indonesian dictionary contains important notes on
the indonesian language indonesian grammar and indonesian pronunciation all
indonesian words are written in english as well as indonesian script so that in
the case of difficulties the book can simply be shown to the person the user is
trying to communicate with this dictionary contains the 3 000 most commonly
used words in the indonesian language english indonesian and indonesian english
sections english and romanized indonesian an introduction to and history of the
indonesian language information on indonesian grammar a guide to pronouncing
indonesian correctly other books from this bestselling series you might enjoy
are pocket tagalog dictionary pocket vietnamese dictionary pocket mandarin
chinese dictionary pocket cantonese dictionary pocket cambodian dictionary
pocket thai dictionary and pocket malay dictionary this is a dictionary for
foreign business executives in indonesia its purpose is to facilitate
translations of everyday buisness and government documents with over 300 ethnic
groups spread across over 13 500 islands the world with 18 000 entries this
modern reference from english to indonesian and indonesian to english contains
enough vocabulary to learn read and speak bahasa indonesian a dictionary and
phrasebook for travelers who want to communicate with the people of indonesia
it contains a two way dictionary of over 3 000 essential words a phrasebook
that covers everyday topics like greetings money travel accommodations and
eating out and a pronunciation guide and brief explanation of grammar
indonesian vocabulary book indonesian dictionary this indonesian vocabulary
book contains more than 3000 words and phrases which are grouped by topic to
make it easier for you to pick what to learn first on top of that the index in
the second half of the book provides you with a basic indonesian english as
well as english indonesian dictionary which makes this a great resource for
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learners of all levels what you can expect from this book this indonesian
learning resource is a combination of indonesian vocabulary book and a two way
basic indonesian dictionary part 1 topic based indonesian vocabulary book this
is the main part of the book and represents a list of chapters each containing
indonesian vocabularies for a certain topic the indonesian vocabularies in the
chapters are unsorted on purpose to separate remembering them from a defined
alphabetical order you can start at any chapter and dive directly into the
topics that interest you the most part 2 basic english indonesian dictionary
the index in the second half of the book can be used as a basic indonesian
dictionary to look up words you have learned but can t remember or learn new
words you need part 3 basic indonesian english dictionary easy to use and with
just the right amount of words this third part finishes off with a second index
that allows you to look for indonesian words and directly find the english
translation how to use this indonesian vocabulary book not sure where to start
we suggest you first work your way through the verbs adjectives and phrases
chapters in part one of the book this will give you a great base for further
studying and already enough vocabulary for basic communication the indonesian
dictionaries in part two and three can be used whenever needed to look up words
you hear on the street english words you want to know the indonesian
translation for or simply to learn some new words some final thoughts
vocabulary books have been around for centuries and as with so many things that
have been around for some time they are not very fashionable and a bit boring
but they usually work very well together with the basic indonesian dictionary
parts this vocabulary book is a great resource to support you throughout the
process of learning indonesian and comes in particularly handy at times when
there is no internet to look up words and phrases this is a pocket sized
indonesian dictionary intended for use by tourists students and business people
traveling to indonesia pocket indonesian dictionary is an essential tool for
communicating in indonesian it features all the essential indonesian vocabulary
appropriate for beginning to intermediate students it s handy pocket format and
easy to read type will make any future trip to indonesia much easier in
addition to being an excellent english to indonesian dictionary and indonesian
to english dictionary pocket indonesian dictionary contains important notes on
the indonesian language indonesian grammar and indonesian pronunciation all
indonesian words are written in english as well as indonesian script so that in
the case of difficulties the book can simply be shown to the person the user is
trying to communicate with this dictionary contains the 3 000 most commonly
used words in the indonesian language english and romanized indonesian an
introduction to and history of the indonesian language information on
indonesian grammar a guide to pronouncing indonesian correctly other books from
this bestselling series you might enjoy are pocket tagalog dictionary pocket
vietnamese dictionary pocket mandarin chinese dictionary pocket cantonese
dictionary pocket cambodian dictionary pocket thai dictionary and pocket malay
dictionary indonesian vocabulary book indonesian dictionary this indonesian
vocabulary book contains more than 3000 words and phrases which are grouped by
topic to make it easier for you to pick what to learn first on top of that the
index in the second half of the book provides you with a basic indonesian
english as well as english indonesian dictionary which makes this a great
resource for learners of all levels what you can expect from this book this
indonesian learning resource is a combination of indonesian vocabulary book and
a two way basic indonesian dictionary part 1 topic based indonesian vocabulary
book this is the main part of the book and represents a list of chapters each
containing indonesian vocabularies for a certain topic the indonesian
vocabularies in the chapters are unsorted on purpose to separate remembering
them from a defined alphabetical order you can start at any chapter and dive
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directly into the topics that interest you the most part 2 basic english
indonesian dictionary the index in the second half of the book can be used as a
basic indonesian dictionary to look up words you have learned but can t
remember or learn new words you need part 3 basic indonesian english dictionary
easy to use and with just the right amount of words this third part finishes
off with a second index that allows you to look for indonesian words and
directly find the english translation how to use this indonesian vocabulary
book not sure where to start we suggest you first work your way through the
verbs adjectives and phrases chapters in part one of the book this will give
you a great base for further studying and already enough vocabulary for basic
communication the indonesian dictionaries in part two and three can be used
whenever needed to look up words you hear on the street english words you want
to know the indonesian translation for or simply to learn some new words some
final thoughts vocabulary books have been around for centuries and as with so
many things that have been around for some time they are not very fashionable
and a bit boring but they usually work very well together with the basic
indonesian dictionary parts this vocabulary book is a great resource to support
you throughout the process of learning indonesian and comes in particularly
handy at times when there is no internet to look up words and phrases this
dictionary is meant primarily as a tool for english speakers who need to know
indonesian and who deal with indonesian writings the aim has thus been to give
comprehensive coverage to forms a foreigner might run across in indonesian
readings from this era or from the past but excluding classical malay
literature much of the indonesian written production written and otherwise
contains slangy colloquial and regional forms and we have not excluded such
forms on the other hand we have confined the listing of dialectical forms only
to those likely to be widely known the dictionary should also be useful to
indonesians who wish to learn english equivalents of indonesian words but it
has not been developed primarily for that purpose because many english words
can only be defined by a sequence of indonesian words from introduction it s
never a good idea to be overly relient on technology while traveling look up
words quickly and easily with this great little indonesian dictionary tuttle
mini indonesian dictionary is ideal for any application where a handy and
portable dictionary is required intended for use by tourists students and
business people traveling to indonesia or as an indonesian language study
reference mini indonesian dictionary is an essential tool for communicating in
indonesian and a great way to learn indonesian it s useful pocket sized format
and easy to read type will make translating indonesian much easier in addition
to being an excellent english to indonesian dictionary and indonesian to
english dictionary mini indonesian dictionary contains important notes on the
indonesian language indonesian grammar and indonesian pronunciation all
indonesian words are written in english as well as indonesian script so that in
the case of difficulties the book can simply be shown to the person the user is
trying to communicate with this mini dictionary contains the following
essential features bidirectional indonesian english and english indonesian over
12 000 essential indonesian words as well as useful indonesian expressions and
idioms headwords printed in blue for quick and easy reference a basic overview
of indonesian grammar and pronunciation all the latest indonesian social media
and computer terms may be used for all u s esl standardized testing every
traveler heading to indonesia should bring along a copy of tim hannigan s
essential indonesian phrasebook and dictionary this popular dynamically
illustrated volume presents all the practical everyday phrases and expressions
visitors need when exploring this fascinating country hannigan a travel
journalist and award winning author has updated his popular guide with 20
percent new content packed with over 1 500 useful phrases this book provides
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essential indonesian expressions enabling you to initiate conversations and to
ask and answer simple questions a pronunciation guide and grammar notes
explaining the basic sounds and sentence patterns of the language new manga
illustrations providing visual cues for using the phrases in their appropriate
contexts vocabulary for technology wifi smartphones and social media an easy to
use english indonesian dictionary with over 2 000 terms and expressions travel
tips cultural and etiquette notes for avoiding social blunders whether
travelers have zero or moderate familiarity with the indonesian language this
is a reference they ll turn to again and again multi linguis offers you a
frequency thematic dictionary of the indonesian language it includes up to 3
000 essential lemmas belonging to the levels from elementary to pre
intermediate the entries are divided into 300 vocabulary themes as well as 2
importance levels they are arranged by themes not by the alphabet the book is
intended to help you learn this language or revise your vocabulary in a
thematic way but can also be applied for translating or entertaining you may
use it separately or as an additional tool for any suited educational course
you can find full version of this and other dictionaries of the indonesian
language on multilinguis com languages indonesian l indonesian vocabulary book
indonesian dictionarythis indonesian vocabulary book contains more than 3000
words and phrases which are grouped by topic to make it easier for you to pick
what to learn first on top of that the index in the second half of the book
provides you with a basic indonesian english as well as english indonesian
dictionary which makes this a great resource for learners of all levels what
you can expect from this book this indonesian learning resource is a
combination of indonesian vocabulary book and a two way basic indonesian
dictionary part 1 topic based indonesian vocabulary book this is the main part
of the book and represents a list of chapters each containing indonesian
vocabularies for a certain topic the indonesian vocabularies in the chapters
are unsorted on purpose to separate remembering them from a defined
alphabetical order you can start at any chapter and dive directly into the
topics that interest you the most part 2 basic english indonesian dictionary
the index in the second half of the book can be used as a basic indonesian
dictionary to look up words you have learned but can t remember or learn new
words you need part 3 basic indonesian english dictionary easy to use and with
just the right amount of words this third part finishes off with a second index
that allows you to look for indonesian words and directly find the english
translation how to use this indonesian vocabulary book not sure where to start
we suggest you first work your way through the verbs adjectives and phrases
chapters in part one of the book this will give you a great base for further
studying and already enough vocabulary for basic communication the indonesian
dictionaries in part two and three can be used whenever needed to look up words
you hear on the street english words you want to know the indonesian
translation for or simply to learn some new words some final thoughts
vocabulary books have been around for centuries and as with so many things that
have been around for some time they are not very fashionable and a bit boring
but they usually work very well together with the basic indonesian dictionary
parts this vocabulary book is a great resource to support you throughout the
process of learning indonesian and comes in particularly handy at times when
there is no internet to look up words and phrases this reference contains more
than 20 000 entries of essential modern indonesian and is perfect for business
people students and travelers back cover



A Comprehensive Indonesian-English Dictionary 2004

an indonesian english dictionary

An English-Indonesian Dictionary 1975

although intended primarily for indonesian users the dictionary will be helpful
to speakers of english who wish to know the indonesian equivalent of an english
word or phrase

Tuttle Compact Indonesian Dictionary 2013-02-12

this compact and user friendly indonesian to english and english to indonesian
dictionary is the most comprehensive available today for english speakers the
tuttle compact indonesian dictionary is a totally new bidirectional dictionary
which provides english speakers with the very latest and most concise
definitions for all commonly used indonesian words and phrases including
thousands of new terms that have been created in the past several years it
constitutes a vast improvement over all existing indonesian dictionaries and is
ideal for students translators and teachers as well as for use as a general
reference dictionary it can be used for travel and is also a great way to learn
indonesian as part of a course covering over 30 000 words and expressions in a
single compact volume this dictionary provides detailed and in depth treatment
of all indonesian language items it includes a wide variety of new entries and
collocations cultural references and sample sentences to illustrate precisely
the meaning of each word common colloquial phrases and expressions which are
not easily understood are also included special attention is given to verb
forms which are marked transitive or intransitive with examples given as to
their correct use this indonesian dictionary contains over 30 000 unique
entries indonesian english and english indonesian sections features colloquial
expressions and newly coined terms is the most comprehensive indonesian
dictionary available for english speakers

Periplus Pocket Indonesian Dictionary 2017-05-16

look up words quickly and easily with this travel sized indonesian dictionary
intended for use by tourists students and business people traveling to
indonesia pocket indonesian dictionary is an essential tool for communication
and a great way to learn indonesian it features all the essential indonesian
vocabulary appropriate for beginning to intermediate students it s handy pocket
format and easy to read type will make any future trip to indonesia much easier
in addition to being an excellent english to indonesian dictionary and
indonesian to english dictionary pocket indonesian dictionary contains
important notes on the indonesian language indonesian grammar and indonesian
pronunciation all words are written in english as well as indonesian script so
that in the case of difficulties the book can simply be shown to the person the
user is trying to communicate with this indonesian dictionary contains
bidirectional english indonesian and indonesian english sections over 12 000
essential words and expressions headwords printed in bold for quick and easy
reference latest computer mobile phone internet and social media terms a basic
overview of grammar and pronunciation



Mini Indonesian Dictionary 2018-11-20

with a pocket sized format and easy to read type anyone can look up words
quickly and easily with this handy little indonesian dictionary tuttle s mini
indonesian dictionary is ideal for use by tourists students and business people
traveling to indonesia or as an indonesian language study reference in addition
to being an excellent english to indonesian dictionary and indonesian to
english dictionary this reference guide contains essential notes on the
indonesian language indonesian grammar and pronunciation all indonesian words
are written in romanized form as well as indonesian script so that in case of
difficulties the book can be shown to a native speaker this mini dictionary
contains the following essential features bidirectional indonesian english and
english indonesian over 12 000 essential indonesian words as well as useful
indonesian expressions and idioms all the latest indonesian social media and
computer terms may be used for all u s esl standardized testing

Kamus Inggris-Indonesia 1980

users requiring a quick and handy reference work for indonesian particularly
when they are out and about need look no further than the tuttle pocket
indonesian dictionary this dictionary has been specially designed for
foreigners working or traveling in indonesia it is equally useful for
indonesians who live abroad or in an english speaking environment no knowledge
of indonesian grammar or word formation is necessary to use this helpful
dictionary simply look up the word as you hear or read it and you ll quickly
find it s meaning this is a revolutionary feature that most other indonesian
dictionaries are lacking special features of this indonesian dictionary include
covers the 15 000 most common indonesian and english words a useful
pronunciation guide a small compact size makes it portable and lightweight both
indonesian english and english indonesian sections special emphasis is given to
words vital in daily use important in business and cultural settings and useful
to travelers the entries in both sections contain common idioms and expressions
as well as up to date it and internet vocabulary there are no other
authoritative pocket dictionaries of indonesian the oxford starter s indonesian
english dictionary and the tuttle concise indonesian dictionary are larger
dictionaries with more entries but these are aimed at students rather than
general users

Tuttle Pocket Indonesian Dictionary 2013-04-09

it s never a good idea to be overly relient on technology while traveling look
up words quickly and easily with this great little indonesian dictionary
intended for use by tourists students and business people traveling to
indonesia pocket indonesian dictionary is an essential tool for communication
and a great way to learn indonesian it features all the essential indonesian
vocabulary appropriate for beginning to intermediate students it s handy pocket
format and easy to read type will make any future trip to indonesia much easier
in addition to being an excellent english to indonesian dictionary and
indonesian to english dictionary pocket indonesian dictionary contains
important notes on the indonesian language indonesian grammar and indonesian
pronunciation all indonesian words are written in english as well as indonesian
script so that in the case of difficulties the book can simply be shown to the
person the user is trying to communicate with this dictionary contains the 3
000 most commonly used words in the indonesian language english indonesian and



indonesian english sections english and romanized indonesian an introduction to
and history of the indonesian language information on indonesian grammar a
guide to pronouncing indonesian correctly other books from this bestselling
series you might enjoy are pocket tagalog dictionary pocket vietnamese
dictionary pocket mandarin chinese dictionary pocket cantonese dictionary
pocket cambodian dictionary pocket thai dictionary and pocket malay dictionary

English-Indonesian dictionary 1975

this is a dictionary for foreign business executives in indonesia its purpose
is to facilitate translations of everyday buisness and government documents

Pocket Indonesian Dictionary 2002-09-15

with over 300 ethnic groups spread across over 13 500 islands the world

An English-Indonesian Dictionary 1996

with 18 000 entries this modern reference from english to indonesian and
indonesian to english contains enough vocabulary to learn read and speak bahasa
indonesian

Indonesian-English, English-Indonesian Dictionary
1990

a dictionary and phrasebook for travelers who want to communicate with the
people of indonesia it contains a two way dictionary of over 3 000 essential
words a phrasebook that covers everyday topics like greetings money travel
accommodations and eating out and a pronunciation guide and brief explanation
of grammar

English / Indonesian Dictionary: Kamus Bahasa Inggris
/ Indonesia 2018-10-15

indonesian vocabulary book indonesian dictionary this indonesian vocabulary
book contains more than 3000 words and phrases which are grouped by topic to
make it easier for you to pick what to learn first on top of that the index in
the second half of the book provides you with a basic indonesian english as
well as english indonesian dictionary which makes this a great resource for
learners of all levels what you can expect from this book this indonesian
learning resource is a combination of indonesian vocabulary book and a two way
basic indonesian dictionary part 1 topic based indonesian vocabulary book this
is the main part of the book and represents a list of chapters each containing
indonesian vocabularies for a certain topic the indonesian vocabularies in the
chapters are unsorted on purpose to separate remembering them from a defined
alphabetical order you can start at any chapter and dive directly into the
topics that interest you the most part 2 basic english indonesian dictionary
the index in the second half of the book can be used as a basic indonesian
dictionary to look up words you have learned but can t remember or learn new
words you need part 3 basic indonesian english dictionary easy to use and with
just the right amount of words this third part finishes off with a second index
that allows you to look for indonesian words and directly find the english



translation how to use this indonesian vocabulary book not sure where to start
we suggest you first work your way through the verbs adjectives and phrases
chapters in part one of the book this will give you a great base for further
studying and already enough vocabulary for basic communication the indonesian
dictionaries in part two and three can be used whenever needed to look up words
you hear on the street english words you want to know the indonesian
translation for or simply to learn some new words some final thoughts
vocabulary books have been around for centuries and as with so many things that
have been around for some time they are not very fashionable and a bit boring
but they usually work very well together with the basic indonesian dictionary
parts this vocabulary book is a great resource to support you throughout the
process of learning indonesian and comes in particularly handy at times when
there is no internet to look up words and phrases

Tuttle's Concise Indonesian Dictionary 1993

this is a pocket sized indonesian dictionary intended for use by tourists
students and business people traveling to indonesia pocket indonesian
dictionary is an essential tool for communicating in indonesian it features all
the essential indonesian vocabulary appropriate for beginning to intermediate
students it s handy pocket format and easy to read type will make any future
trip to indonesia much easier in addition to being an excellent english to
indonesian dictionary and indonesian to english dictionary pocket indonesian
dictionary contains important notes on the indonesian language indonesian
grammar and indonesian pronunciation all indonesian words are written in
english as well as indonesian script so that in the case of difficulties the
book can simply be shown to the person the user is trying to communicate with
this dictionary contains the 3 000 most commonly used words in the indonesian
language english and romanized indonesian an introduction to and history of the
indonesian language information on indonesian grammar a guide to pronouncing
indonesian correctly other books from this bestselling series you might enjoy
are pocket tagalog dictionary pocket vietnamese dictionary pocket mandarin
chinese dictionary pocket cantonese dictionary pocket cambodian dictionary
pocket thai dictionary and pocket malay dictionary

Indonesian Dictionary & Phrasebook 2007

indonesian vocabulary book indonesian dictionary this indonesian vocabulary
book contains more than 3000 words and phrases which are grouped by topic to
make it easier for you to pick what to learn first on top of that the index in
the second half of the book provides you with a basic indonesian english as
well as english indonesian dictionary which makes this a great resource for
learners of all levels what you can expect from this book this indonesian
learning resource is a combination of indonesian vocabulary book and a two way
basic indonesian dictionary part 1 topic based indonesian vocabulary book this
is the main part of the book and represents a list of chapters each containing
indonesian vocabularies for a certain topic the indonesian vocabularies in the
chapters are unsorted on purpose to separate remembering them from a defined
alphabetical order you can start at any chapter and dive directly into the
topics that interest you the most part 2 basic english indonesian dictionary
the index in the second half of the book can be used as a basic indonesian
dictionary to look up words you have learned but can t remember or learn new
words you need part 3 basic indonesian english dictionary easy to use and with
just the right amount of words this third part finishes off with a second index



that allows you to look for indonesian words and directly find the english
translation how to use this indonesian vocabulary book not sure where to start
we suggest you first work your way through the verbs adjectives and phrases
chapters in part one of the book this will give you a great base for further
studying and already enough vocabulary for basic communication the indonesian
dictionaries in part two and three can be used whenever needed to look up words
you hear on the street english words you want to know the indonesian
translation for or simply to learn some new words some final thoughts
vocabulary books have been around for centuries and as with so many things that
have been around for some time they are not very fashionable and a bit boring
but they usually work very well together with the basic indonesian dictionary
parts this vocabulary book is a great resource to support you throughout the
process of learning indonesian and comes in particularly handy at times when
there is no internet to look up words and phrases

Indonesian Vocabulary Book 2022-05-01

this dictionary is meant primarily as a tool for english speakers who need to
know indonesian and who deal with indonesian writings the aim has thus been to
give comprehensive coverage to forms a foreigner might run across in indonesian
readings from this era or from the past but excluding classical malay
literature much of the indonesian written production written and otherwise
contains slangy colloquial and regional forms and we have not excluded such
forms on the other hand we have confined the listing of dialectical forms only
to those likely to be widely known the dictionary should also be useful to
indonesians who wish to learn english equivalents of indonesian words but it
has not been developed primarily for that purpose because many english words
can only be defined by a sequence of indonesian words from introduction

Pocket Indonesian Dictionary 2014-04-29

it s never a good idea to be overly relient on technology while traveling look
up words quickly and easily with this great little indonesian dictionary tuttle
mini indonesian dictionary is ideal for any application where a handy and
portable dictionary is required intended for use by tourists students and
business people traveling to indonesia or as an indonesian language study
reference mini indonesian dictionary is an essential tool for communicating in
indonesian and a great way to learn indonesian it s useful pocket sized format
and easy to read type will make translating indonesian much easier in addition
to being an excellent english to indonesian dictionary and indonesian to
english dictionary mini indonesian dictionary contains important notes on the
indonesian language indonesian grammar and indonesian pronunciation all
indonesian words are written in english as well as indonesian script so that in
the case of difficulties the book can simply be shown to the person the user is
trying to communicate with this mini dictionary contains the following
essential features bidirectional indonesian english and english indonesian over
12 000 essential indonesian words as well as useful indonesian expressions and
idioms headwords printed in blue for quick and easy reference a basic overview
of indonesian grammar and pronunciation all the latest indonesian social media
and computer terms may be used for all u s esl standardized testing

Indonesian Vocabulary Book 2019-05-14

every traveler heading to indonesia should bring along a copy of tim hannigan s



essential indonesian phrasebook and dictionary this popular dynamically
illustrated volume presents all the practical everyday phrases and expressions
visitors need when exploring this fascinating country hannigan a travel
journalist and award winning author has updated his popular guide with 20
percent new content packed with over 1 500 useful phrases this book provides
essential indonesian expressions enabling you to initiate conversations and to
ask and answer simple questions a pronunciation guide and grammar notes
explaining the basic sounds and sentence patterns of the language new manga
illustrations providing visual cues for using the phrases in their appropriate
contexts vocabulary for technology wifi smartphones and social media an easy to
use english indonesian dictionary with over 2 000 terms and expressions travel
tips cultural and etiquette notes for avoiding social blunders whether
travelers have zero or moderate familiarity with the indonesian language this
is a reference they ll turn to again and again

An Advanced English-Indonesian Dictionary 1984

multi linguis offers you a frequency thematic dictionary of the indonesian
language it includes up to 3 000 essential lemmas belonging to the levels from
elementary to pre intermediate the entries are divided into 300 vocabulary
themes as well as 2 importance levels they are arranged by themes not by the
alphabet the book is intended to help you learn this language or revise your
vocabulary in a thematic way but can also be applied for translating or
entertaining you may use it separately or as an additional tool for any suited
educational course you can find full version of this and other dictionaries of
the indonesian language on multilinguis com languages indonesian l

An Indonesian-English Dictionary 1989

indonesian vocabulary book indonesian dictionarythis indonesian vocabulary book
contains more than 3000 words and phrases which are grouped by topic to make it
easier for you to pick what to learn first on top of that the index in the
second half of the book provides you with a basic indonesian english as well as
english indonesian dictionary which makes this a great resource for learners of
all levels what you can expect from this book this indonesian learning resource
is a combination of indonesian vocabulary book and a two way basic indonesian
dictionary part 1 topic based indonesian vocabulary book this is the main part
of the book and represents a list of chapters each containing indonesian
vocabularies for a certain topic the indonesian vocabularies in the chapters
are unsorted on purpose to separate remembering them from a defined
alphabetical order you can start at any chapter and dive directly into the
topics that interest you the most part 2 basic english indonesian dictionary
the index in the second half of the book can be used as a basic indonesian
dictionary to look up words you have learned but can t remember or learn new
words you need part 3 basic indonesian english dictionary easy to use and with
just the right amount of words this third part finishes off with a second index
that allows you to look for indonesian words and directly find the english
translation how to use this indonesian vocabulary book not sure where to start
we suggest you first work your way through the verbs adjectives and phrases
chapters in part one of the book this will give you a great base for further
studying and already enough vocabulary for basic communication the indonesian
dictionaries in part two and three can be used whenever needed to look up words
you hear on the street english words you want to know the indonesian
translation for or simply to learn some new words some final thoughts



vocabulary books have been around for centuries and as with so many things that
have been around for some time they are not very fashionable and a bit boring
but they usually work very well together with the basic indonesian dictionary
parts this vocabulary book is a great resource to support you throughout the
process of learning indonesian and comes in particularly handy at times when
there is no internet to look up words and phrases

Van Goor's Concise Indonesian Dictionary 1966

this reference contains more than 20 000 entries of essential modern indonesian
and is perfect for business people students and travelers back cover

Modern English-Indonesian Dictionary 2010

Kamus Inggris - Indonesia 2012

The M.I.P. Concise Indonesian Dictionary 1979

English-Indonesian Dictionary 1985

The M.I.P. Concise Indonesian Dictionary 1992

English Indonesian Dictionary 1992

The Contemporary English-Indonesian Dictionary 1985

Kamus Inggris-Indonesia 1983

Kamus Inggris Indonesia 1975

Tuttle Mini Indonesian Dictionary 2014-03-11

A New Indonesian-English, English-Indonesian
Dictionary 2005*



Ekagi-Dutch-English-Indonesian Dictionary 2014-10-22

Essential Indonesian Phrasebook & Dictionary
2019-08-20

English-Indonesian Learner’s Dictionary (Arranged by
Themes, Elementary - Pre-Intermediate Levels)
2024-01-03

Bilingual Children's Dictionary (English-Indonesian)
2010

Salim's Ninth Collegiate English-Indonesian
Dictionary 2000

Practical English-Indonesian Dictionary 1990

Indonesian-English Dictionary 2014

Indonesian Vocabulary Book: A Topic Based Approach: A
Topic Based Approach 2019-03-05

Modern Indonesian-English English-Indonesian
Practical Dictionary 2010
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